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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Fixture Material Aluminum

Fixture Finish Anodized Gray

Diffuser Frosted Polycarbonate Diffuser

Static Load Pressure 2500kg

Binning 3 Step MacAdam

Wiring
90 Centimeter of 2 core 
0.75mm2  rubber cable

Life Span 40,000 hours

LED Chip CREE

Power Consumption 15W

Input Voltage 

24V DC

220~240V AC, 50/60Hz 
(Available on request)

Operating Temperature from -20° to 65° C 

Color Rendering Index >80 

Warranty 3 years against manufacturing 
defects 

Agency Approval CE, RoHS

LI220107

15W LINEAR IN-GROUND LIGHT

Power
(W)

Available color 
Temperatures

LED Chip Lumen Efficacy
IP Rating Available

Beam Angles
3000K 4000K 6000K

15W

2700K

3000K

4000K

6000K

RED

GREEN

BLUE

95lm/W 100lm/W 110lm/W 67 120°

Standard option.
Non-standard products may be subject to MOQ. Contact your regional sales representative for more information.  
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POWER SUPPLY DETAILS

PRODUCT FEATURES

Model GL030CV024-220

Life Span 50,000 hours

Input Voltage 220~240VAC 50/60Hz

Output Voltage Constant 24VDC

Output Current 1.25ADC

Power Rating 30W

Protection Overload & Short circuit

Power Factor 0.95

Operating Temperature from -40° to 60° C

IP Rating 67

Agency Approvals UL, CE, RoHS

ACCESSORIES

POLYCARBONATE SLEEVE

Aluminum material sleeve to be used 
with the linear in ground light.
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INSTALLATION GUIDE

• Step 3:

(A) Attach a junction box near by the fixture and make all  

connections inside the junction box, or keep

all wiring connections in the sleeve, below 

the light fixture.

(B) Connect the fixture input cable to   

the 24V DC supplied wires using minimum 

2.5mm cable.

(C) Solder the connections or use terminal  

blocks.

(D) Wrap the connections with 3M waterproof tape & 

electrical tape.

• Step 4: Place the fixture in the sleeve by pressing linearly and equal pressure from both side. 

Step 1                                   

Step 4                                   Step 3                                   

Step 2                                   

Find the location where the linear in ground light has to be installed. Install suitable wiring from the Power supply 

(24V DC) to the light fixture. Do not exceed 30 meter distance between power supply and light fixture. Keep the 

Power supply (24V DC) inside the  junction box or Mount it on the wall in a DB box.

• Step 1: Dig the linear cut approximately 20cm deep before installing the Sleeve.

• Step 2: Install the sleeve in the ground. Depending on the type of tile thickness, raise the sleeve by 

1 - 2cm above the surface. 

#Note: The lighting fixture should be installed only after the completion of all mechanical and civil works at site. 

Single Color - Diagram

RGB - Diagram

# up to maximum  power supply  rated power

# up to maximum  power supply  rated power

# up to maximum  power supply  rated power

# One remote control 10 Zones
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DMX WIRING CONNECTION FOR WIRELESS CONTROL

• Step 1: Install DMX master in the control room or inside a DB box, in proximity of the remote in use.

• Step 2: Connect the input of DMX master to 220V AC supplied.

• Step 3: Run signal wire from DMX master to the light fixture and connect the wires.

1. Complete the connection correctly as shown in the above diagram and power ON.

2. Turn ON remote, press learning Key on DMX Master until the red indicator light is ON.

Then immediately press and hold zone number on the remote until the red indicator light

blinks twice, it means remote and DMX master are paired.

Even they are well paired now, you still can’t control it until you do below steps:

3. Hold the zone number over 3~4 seconds until the light fixture turns OFF, then release your finger.

4. Hold the zone number again over 3~4 seconds until the light fixture turns ON. Now the DMX master

is well “unlocked” and working.

5. To pair DMX master from zone 2 to 10 on the remote, repeat the above steps 2 to 4 with the corresponding

zone number.

#NOTE : The remote control can Turn OFF a certain zone by pressing and holding the zone number for over 3 

seconds. If you turn off a zone by holding the zone number, you must hold that zone number again for over 

3 seconds to turn it ON . Only by holding the zone number for over 3 seconds can you turn ON and OFF that 

zone.

Pairing of DMX Master & Remote Controller  for each Zone

1

#NOTE : 
a) In order to control the light  in each zone or area you must have a separate DMX master for each zone.

b) One remote can control up to 10 zones.
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1. Turn on          button and red indicator will turn on.  Please make sure the remote indicator light is on while 

operating the remote.

2.     If 2 or more zones are programmed, each zone can be controlled separately by pressing  

corresponding  zone number first.

3.     To set each zone to an individual color, red, green, or blue, press the zone number and then 

corresponding letter on the remote.   

4.     There are 10 preset color schemes built into the remote and you may press            button to run or   

pause a preset color scheme. To change from one color scheme to another, you must pause the  

existing preset by pressing             button and press             button again for next preset color scheme.

5.     You may use the touch             button to set to a desired color simply by dragging over touch           ..

If you are in preset color scheme mode, you must press the            button before dragging   

on touch           .

6.     Once the desired color scheme is set, you may increase the speed of color changing by pressing          

or            button. The             button will increase and            will reduce the speed of color  changing.

7.     Once the desired color scheme is set, you may increase the intensity or brightness of LED’s by pressing  

or            button. The             button will increase and              will reduce the brightness  or intensity of LED’s.

How to operate the remote control

Please kindly read the instructions carefully before

installation, and keep it well for your future  reference.

All installation and maintenance must be carried out by qualified Technicians and Engineers

#NOTE : When all zones programming is done, Press           button to turn all zones off and then turn on again, 

this will save all programs. 


